Wintergirls by Laurie
Halse Anderson
Eighteen-year-old Lia comes to
terms with her best friend's death
from anorexia as she struggles
with the same disorder.

Lips Touch: Three Times by Laini
Taylor
Three tales of supernatural love, each
pivoting on a kiss that is no mere kiss,
but an action with profound consequences
for the kissers' souls.
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Leviathan by Scott Westerfeld
In an alternate 1914 Europe, fifteen-yearold Austrian Prince Alek, on the run from
the Clanker Powers who are attempting to
take over the globe using mechanical
machinery, forms an uneasy alliance with
Deryn who, disguised as a boy to join the
British Air Service, is learning to fly
genetically-engineered beasts.
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All the Broken Pieces by
Ann E. Burg

Tales of the MADMAN
Underground by John Barnes
In September 1973, as the school
year begins in his depressed Ohio
town, high-school senior Kurt
Shoemaker determines to be
"normal," despite his chaotic home
life with his volatile, alcoholic
mother and the deep loyalty and
affection he has for his friends in
the therapy group dubbed the
Madman Underground.

Two years after being airlifted
out of Vietnam in 1975, Matt Pin
is haunted by the terrible secret
he left behind and, now, in a
loving adoptive home in the
United States, a series of
profound events forces him to
confront his past.

Fire by Kristin Cashore
In a kingdom called the Dells,
Fire is the last human-shaped
monster, with unimaginable
beauty and the ability to control
the minds of those around her,
but even with these gifts she
cannot escape the strife that
overcomes her world.

Going Bovine by Libba Bray
Cameron Smith, a disaffected
sixteen year-old who, after being
diagnosed with Creutzfeld Jakob's
(aka mad cow) disease, sets off on
a road trip with a death-obsessed
video gaming dwarf he meets in
the hospital in an attempt to find a
cure.

Carter Finally Gets It by
Brent Crawford
Awkward freshman Will Carter
endures many painful moments
during his first year of high
school before realizing that
nothing good comes easily, focus
is everything, and the payoff is
usually incredible.

Claudette Colvin: Twice Toward
Justice by Phillip Hoose

If I Stay by Gayle Forman
While in a coma following an automobile
accident that killed her parents and
younger brother, seventeen-year-old Mia,
a gifted cellist, weighs whether to live
with her grief or join her family in death.

On March 2, 1955, an impassioned
teenager, fed up with the daily
injustices of Jim Crow segregation,
refused to give her seat to a white
woman on a segregated bus in
Montgomery, Alabama. Instead of
being celebrated as Rosa Parks would
be just nine months later, fifteen-yearold Claudette Colvin found herself
shunned by her classmates and
dismissed by community leaders.
Undaunted, a year later she dared to
challenge segregation again as a key
plaintiff in Browder v. Gayle, the
landmark case that struck down the
segregation laws of Montgomery and
swept away the legal underpinnings of
the Jim Crow South.

North of Beautiful by Justina Chen
Headley

Ash by Malinda Lo
In this variation on the Cinderella
story, Ash grows up believing in
the fairy realm that the king and
his philosophers have sought to
suppress, until one day she must
choose between a handsome fairy
cursed to love her and the King's
Huntress whom she loves.

Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater
In all the years she has watched
the wolves in the woods behind
her house, Grace has been
particularly drawn to an unusual
yellow-eyed wolf who, in his
turn, has been watching her with
increasing intensity.

The Forest of Hands and
Teeth by Carrie Ryan

Terra, a sensitive, artistic high school
senior born with a facial port-wine stain,
struggles with issues of inner and outer
beauty with the help of her Goth
classmate Jacob.

Through twists and turns of fate,
orphaned Mary seeks knowledge of
life, love, and especially what lies
beyond her walled village and the
surrounding forest, where dwell the
Unconsecrated, aggressive flesheating people who were once dead.

Marcelo in the Real World by
Francisco X. Stork

Compulsive liar Micah promises to tell
the truth after revealing that her
boyfriend has been murdered.

Marcelo Sandoval, a seventeen-yearold boy on the high-functioning end
of the autistic spectrum, faces new
challenges, including romance and
injustice, when he goes to work for
his father in the mailroom of a
corporate law firm.

The Carbon Diaries 2015 by Saci
Lloyd

Heroes of the Valley by
Jonathan Stroud

Liar by Justine Larbalestier

Scat by Carl Hiaasen
Nick and his friend Marta decide to
investigate when a mysterious fire starts
near a Florida wildlife preserve and an
unpopular teacher goes missing.

In 2015, when England becomes the
first nation to introduce carbon dioxide
rationing in a drastic bid to combat
climate change, sixteen-year-old Laura
documents the first year of rationing as
her family spirals out of control.

Stitches: a Memoir by David
Small
The prize-winning children's author
depicts his horrific childhood in this
searing yet redemptive graphic
memoir.

When young Halli Sveinsson
plays a trick on Ragnor of the
House of Hakonsson, he sets in
motion a chain of events that will
forever alter his destiny, forcing
him to leave home and go on a
hero's quest where he
encounters highway robbers,
terrifying monsters, and a girl
who may finally be his match.

